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Recent philosophical interest in a more classical view of morality has led beyond an exclusive focus on actions to an exploration of virtues, vices, character traits, and the “moral emotions.” Most attention has been paid to those virtues and vices that bear on our willingness to respond to the needs of others or to the impact of their actions on us; e.g., compassion, forgiveness, and greed. But if virtue theory is right that ethics should focus not just on the welfare of others but on “self-perfection,” we should find useful an exploration of any emotions or character traits that enhance or impede our ability to flourish as human beings, even apart from their social benefits. Though it has been largely overlooked, curiosity about the world shares many of the features of character traits more commonly recognized to be virtues and deserves, I think, the same kind of serious attention.

I begin that exploration in this five-part essay. In the first part I consider the meaning of curiosity and explain the scope of my inquiry. In part two I argue that curiosity has instrumental value in promoting other virtues such as caring. In part three I claim that curiosity is an appropriate response to certain situations and that people may even have a duty to become curious. In part four I consider occasions where curiosity is not a virtue and where we may have a duty not to be curious. In the final section I consider the religious objection that curiosity is a vice, and I argue that curiosity has a special role to play in addressing a secular person’s need for meaning in life. Along the way, I will suggest that curiosity belongs to a family of concepts that point to different ways of gaining knowledge about the world. These include attentiveness, “taking an interest,” openness, receptivity, and even reverence. I will argue that curiosity is a distinctive virtue but suggest that these related virtues are also worthy of study and that they may contribute to different kinds of worthy engagement with the world.

I

Like other virtues, curiosity takes different forms that make it hard to classify neatly. Curiosity can be a character trait or a desire. As a character trait, curiosity is a disposition to want to know or learn more about a wide variety of things. The more one has this character trait, the more often or the more intensely one will on particular occasions experience a desire or urge to investigate and learn more about something. Though non-human animals are often characterized as exhibiting curiosity, in its human form curiosity as a desire involves choice and judgment, the choice to select some things rather than others as objects for investigation and the judgment that something is worth investigating. We can also speak of a person’s having the capacity for curiosity. If
it is possible to speak of some objects as genuinely worthy of investigation (just as we speak of some things as beautiful), then different people may have varying capacities to recognize a thing’s worth as an object of investigation (just as we distinguish among people’s ability to recognize beauty). Finally, a person who experiences curiosity about something may or may not act on the desire or urge which the curiosity “arouses.” We may make moral judgments about both what kinds of things are worthy of one’s curiosity and about occasions on which one should or should not act on curiosity once it is aroused.

Curiosity about the world is clearly related to the desire to know, yet it has never ranked with philosophy, the love of wisdom, or the “love of learning” as a noble character trait. When curiosity is directed inward, we associate it with self-reflectiveness, and the value of the “examined life” is familiar, in different ways, to philosophers and writers of university catalogues. Although it, too, deserves more study, I will put aside an assessment of inwardly directed curiosity and focus on “curiosity about the (external) world.” Here we do speak of (and often praise) “intellectual curiosity,” which suggests love of learning, but we also refer to idle curiosity, morbid curiosity, and the notion of curiosity as meddlesomeness. Curiosity also can take the form of voyeurism, of which we generally disapprove. Even in its more positive form, we are unlikely to speak of someone’s being “curious” (even intellectually curious) about the meaning of life or the nature of her moral obligations to aging parents. Though we would not call this usage mistaken, curiosity typically has less elevated objects; it most often focuses on contingent facts about the world. Such investigation may be part of a larger search for wisdom, but it need not be. In this paper I will examine curiosity as a virtue independent of its connection with the (more generally praised) love of wisdom.

Here is a concrete example of curiosity and its opposite. I was once on an overnight ferry from Izmir to Istanbul, and I met an American soldier who was on leave from his base near a Turkish village. Jeff was from a small town in Nevada and had not been outside the United States before his military service. He shared with me his fascination with all he was learning about Turkish culture and the Turkish people. He made every effort to visit the village near his base, to talk with people, eat their food, and learn about their way of life. He felt lucky that the army had given him this opportunity to learn about another part of the world, but he told me that the other soldiers found his interest in the Turks to be bizarre. After all, there was no need to deal with those foreigners. The base provided everything soldiers needed, and most had no desire to venture outside their comfortable Americanized community.

Jeff was curious to learn about an unfamiliar part of world. His fellow soldiers were not. Nothing Jeff said suggested that his interest in Turkish culture was part of a larger search for wisdom. Nonetheless, I would claim that curiosity, such as that expressed by Jeff, is a moral virtue. Though curiosity is not a necessary feature of any well-lived life, it is a quality that is generally conducive to it.
Curiosity may lead one to actions that promote human welfare, but the virtue of curiosity itself does not depend on its doing so. Jeff’s curiosity did not lead him to contribute in any significant way to the welfare of the villagers. Curiosity often has other moral agents as its object, and when we express curiosity about other people, we often affect them in some way. But one may also be curious about inanimate things. Jeff wanted to know more about the Turkish people in the village, but he also was interested to learn about things he could not affect, like the geology that produced the unusual landforms in the Capadoccia region. One can also express curiosity where one has no reasonable expectation of ever having the curiosity satisfied; for example, one can be curious about whether intelligent life exists on other planets, which may or may not be part of a larger philosophical quest to understand one’s place in the universe.

Some may insist that any human curiosity is an expression of the desire for a larger understanding about the “purpose of it all.” But this is an *a priori* claim that seems to conflict with plain facts. Many people curious to know about things do not see themselves as questing for wisdom and may even express a modern existential sensibility that denies the existence of any larger purpose in the world. The burden of proof is on those who claim that what is really going on is different from how these people experience their own desires. A challenger might insist that such people still are searching for wisdom about how to live well, but it is far-fetched to think that curiosity about geology or other natural phenomena is connected to insight into the good life.\(^3\)

II

An important feature of curiosity is its *fecundity*: it tends to lead to other virtues. The virtue of curiosity does not depend on its leading to other virtues, but its having this instrumental value is morally significant. Curiosity bears a close relationship to, and is often bound up with, care and concern. Curiosity is rooted linguistically in the other-regarding activities of “care” and “cure” (from the Latin *cūrāre*, to take care of). We use the same term, “indifference” to describe both a lack of interest in other persons or things and a lack of concern about their welfare. For one to overcome indifference and be curious about something does not conceptually imply that one will also care about its welfare, but there is often a close relationship. In this section I will explore the connection between curiosity and care or concern in our relationships both with other people and with the non-human world, and I will also try to distinguish curiosity from several closely related character traits.

Curiosity’s connection to care and concern makes it an important component of any friendship or deep relationship. It is tempting to say, as Jeffrey Murphy says of “the person who cannot *forgive*,” that the person unable to be *curious* “is the person who cannot have friends or lovers.”\(^4\) Though that may be an overstatement, curiosity is conducive to the kind of deep caring that characterizes close relationships. Just as one inevitably will hurt and be hurt by those with whom one is close, making forgiveness necessary, people in a close relationship will struggle with important problems and
choices that they will want those close to them to understand, and care about. One mark of our relationships with our closest friends is that we desire from them the very opposite of the privacy we value with strangers. Whereas we do not want strangers to be curious about our most intimate longings and fears, we expect those closest to us both to want to learn more and to care about them. Lawrence Blum makes this connection between knowing and caring explicit in his description of the most morally praiseworthy friendships:

Though all genuine human caring has moral worth and significance, is it not evident that a deeper level of caring involves greater moral worth? Such caring, far from being a natural process, is difficult to achieve, and it is not really so common. It involves getting outside oneself, being able to focus clearly on and to know another person.\(^5\)

Blum’s characterization points to an important connection between the virtue of curiosity and the virtue of caring: to care deeply about another requires a degree of knowledge, and both to care and to know demand the ability and desire to get outside oneself and engage with the world.

But this is still quite general. One might argue that while intimate relationships do demand knowledge and engagement, what they require is not curiosity but, rather, taking an interest in learning about another person. One could point to people who come to know each other very well simply by living together, year after year. They each value what they know about the other but may not be inclined actively to seek out that knowledge. Or one might argue, still acknowledging the general importance of knowledge in a caring relationship, that the relevant virtue is attentiveness. Possessing one kind of moral perception, the attentive person is good at sensing another person’s experiences, moods, and needs, perhaps even before the other person is aware of them.

The most important thing to note about these objections is that they suggest a family of concepts that might be called, for lack of a more graceful phrase, the “cognitive engagement virtues,” character traits that help people gain the kind of knowledge they need for caring about things in the world. More conceptual work needs to be done on this family of concepts, which should also include openness and receptivity. While I do not insist that curiosity is the most important of the character traits that are conducive to caring, I do claim that it is a distinctive virtue that is uniquely important for close relationships and for caring about things more generally.

How is curiosity different from “taking an interest”? It is worth noting, again, that we use “indifference” as an opposite for both traits, perhaps suggesting our lack of attention to the distinction between them. I propose this formulation: to be interested is to care to know (in the sense that it matters to us whether we know), whereas to be curious is to desire to know. To illustrate, one can imagine three attitudes of Americans visiting the Southern Hemisphere for the first time: one is curious and actively inquires about the different stars and galaxies that appear in the sky; another does not think to
ask but is interested to learn that he can see *Alpha Centauri* only from the Southern Hemisphere and that it is the closest star to Earth after the sun; and a third finds that information of no interest. Only the first American exhibits the kind of active, autonomous involvement characteristic of curiosity, but the second shares with the first a capacity for engagement with the world that the third one lacks, at least with respect to this one matter.

Attentiveness differs from curiosity in being more obviously a capacity, at least if we rely on ordinary usage. Any of the three Americans in the previous example might be attentive or inattentive. Looked at this way, one’s curiosity will certainly bear more fruit if one is also attentive. But curiosity is a capacity, too (e.g., for asking questions), and I think other features of curiosity are more helpful for distinguishing it from attentiveness (and “taking an interest”) and for showing its distinctive value in relation to caring.

First, curiosity involves a greater exercise of autonomy. What the attentive and “interested” person learns depends on what the world presents to her whereas the curious person raises questions that go beyond what it is possible to be attentive to. Although the desire to know does not always involve asking *explicit* questions, it implies a questioning spirit of observation that nonetheless goes beyond mere attentiveness.

Curiosity most clearly differs from both attentiveness and from “taking an interest” in being a desire. The curious person will experience a *lack* before the desire for a particular kind of knowledge is satisfied. In contrast, neither the attentive person nor the one who “takes an interest” will experience the unfulfilled desire or the unanswered question that is a component of curiosity.

Curiosity is especially important in deepening one’s care and concern for another person because even in a close relationship, much that one needs to know and understand about another person in order to care deeply will not be apparent without active seeking, even for the person who is extremely attentive and “interested.” Especially during inevitable episodes of misunderstanding and estrangement, attentiveness without curiosity will usually be insufficient to break the deadlock and reestablish the communication needed for a sustained caring relationship. Curiosity may also generate caring in relationships that are not already close. For example, an attentive teacher might notice that a particular student is often bored or reacts in an especially strong way to certain topics. But only curiosity will lead to going beyond the phenomena presented to asking “why,” a form of engagement that may lead to both greater knowledge and caring. Though the curiosity may evolve from prior concern for the student, it might not: perhaps what prompts curiosity is wounded pride and the desire to learn why one’s presentation fails to spark a student’s interest. In that case curiosity may be what leads to a caring relationship in the first place.

The importance of curiosity for moral concern is also evident where the object is not a human being but something like an ecosystem or a culture different from one’s
own. Here, again, the initial curiosity may stem from something other than concern (e.g., puzzlement or even irritation). But a person who acts on a desire to know about an ecosystem or culture will come to a greater understanding of its distinctive features, which makes more likely the person’s coming to an appreciation of it and a concern about its preservation. This is not an inevitable progression—increased knowledge of another culture could lead to repulsion and disgust (something less likely with an ecosystem)—but often a desire to know more about something will be a prerequisite to being concerned about its welfare. It is difficult to imagine someone’s being concerned about the welfare of something she knows little about, and there are many things in the world worth being concerned about that we will be ignorant of if we are not curious. Most of these will not offer themselves to us; we may need to seek them out for investigation as well as to attend to them once they are present.

It seems fair to conclude that curiosity is a distinctive virtue which, compared to attentiveness and “being interested,” more fully expresses human autonomy, plays a distinctive role in caring relationships, and enables us to learn about things we would not otherwise know. Insofar as curiosity contributes to caring, it is likely to have social benefits, but since caring and close relationships are reasonably considered components of a well-lived life, curiosity has moral value for a person even apart from its contribution to the welfare of others. Having said that, I do not exclude the possibility that attentiveness or a related virtue that emphasizes openness and receptivity rather than autonomy may have distinctive advantages not possessed by curiosity. Curiosity and attentiveness may be virtues that contribute to different conceptions of living well, or each may be more appropriate for different kinds of encounters with the world. I will return to this issue in the last section of this paper.

III

A value of understanding human virtues is that they help us to characterize an appropriate way for a person to be affected by a situation, even apart from any action she may be obligated to take. When a good person witnesses a child being molested and killed, the appropriate emotional response is some combination of concern, compassion, and outrage. These feelings may lead to action, but there might be circumstances that make action impossible. Even apart from any obligation to act, we feel confident in judging that indifference is simply not an appropriate emotional response. This explains our outraged reaction to the indifference of David Cash, who watched his friend who molested seven-year-old Sherrice Iverson in a bathroom stall in a Nevada casino and later told a reporter that he had no great concern about the matter because “it is not my life.” It is reasonable to consider Cash blameworthy not only for failing to act but, independently, for failing to care. Moreover, we can say that he failed to fulfill his duty to care.

Curiosity shares with other virtues an ability to help us describe an “appropriate way to be affected” by a situation, and I want to make sense of the idea that there are occasions where people have a prima facie duty to be curious, or at least to become
curious. Though a failure to be curious on certain occasions may not be outrageous in the way indifference to another’s suffering can be, the failure to respond with curiosity shares this with a failure to be compassionate: it may display the lack of a human characteristic that we expect people to have if they are equipped to live good lives. Consider the following situations:

- Your elderly mother comes back to your home and tells you that fifteen minutes ago she was held at gunpoint and robbed of her wallet, which, fortunately, contained almost nothing of value.
- Sitting in a café and reading a newspaper, your spouse or partner says to you, “the person standing over there is the most strikingly beautiful person I have ever seen.”
- You are flying far from your home on the East Coast of the United States for the first time, and the pilot announces that passengers have the opportunity for a clear view of the Grand Canyon.

Putting aside highly unusual circumstances (e.g., you vowed to get your first-ever view of the Grand Canyon from a raft on the Colorado River next week), not to be curious about your mother’s feelings, not to be curious about the appearance of the beautiful person in the café, and not to be curious about an aerial view of the Grand Canyon represent failures to respond appropriately in these situations.

This claim suggests that certain objects deserve one’s active interest, and that the virtue of curiosity includes recognizing what one should (and should not) be curious about. Of course one could possess the virtue of curiosity and yet be indifferent in one of the above situations. (This is hardest to imagine in the first because it is so closely tied to compassion.) We can imagine a person with wide-ranging curiosities who has no interest at all in natural beauty or in “natural wonders” of the world. My claim is that being curious is something analogous to an imperfect duty, which implies that there is no particular thing about which a curious person necessarily will be curious. To say that some objects are worthy of curiosity is to say that it is not arbitrary which among all the phenomena in the world curious people will want to investigate, but it does not imply that they will want to investigate all of them. A reasonable parallel to my claim for curiosity would be the claim that appreciating beauty is a virtue. What is or is not an appropriate object of appreciation is not arbitrary, but a particular person may possess the virtue of appreciating beauty yet be left cold by abstract expressionist paintings. But there will be instances of beauty that, like the three examples of objects of curiosity, we would expect a person who appreciates beauty to care about, and after a certain number of indifferent responses we might reasonably conclude that a person simply lacks the capacity to appreciate beauty.

The idea of a duty to be curious may be challenged on the grounds that it assumes that we have control over whether or not we can fulfill it. The objector may claim that duty only applies to overt actions, perhaps part of a larger claim that duty-based and
virtue-based ethics are completely independent of each other. At this moment, according to the challenge, I am either curious to know more about your conflict with the dean or I am not. If you are a close but reticent friend with a pressing problem, I might be obligated, perhaps on utilitarian grounds, to take—or, more accurately, to feign—an interest—that is, to act as if interested, but I cannot have an obligation to desire to know more about it.

My response is that we can make sense of an obligation to be curious—or more precisely, to become curious—in the same way that we can make sense of a duty to cultivate or suppress desires more generally; namely, by focusing not on a single moment but on the judgments we make and the mental actions we choose that then affect the desires we have. First, of course, I can have an obligation to develop a disposition to be curious, and I might do this through an Aristotelian kind of habituation. But aside from cultivating a general disposition, I can choose, right now, based on judgments I make, whether or not to generate a desire to know about something in particular. We often speak of choosing to suppress curiosity about something we judge insignificant, although this may require some effort and require several mental steps (e.g., redirecting our attention to something else). Similarly, having developed the general disposition of curiosity, I can choose to take the steps needed to generate curiosity if I deem something to be worthy of my attention; for example, I may try to recall earlier conversations with my friend about his differences with the dean and about their divergent educational philosophies.

Although controlling our desires raises complex issues in action theory that are beyond the scope of this paper and although my larger thesis that curiosity is a moral virtue does not depend on making sense of a duty to be curious, I will mention one further consideration supporting the idea of a duty to have or to suppress a desire. There are occasions where one may have greater control over his desires than his overt actions. A psychotherapist might know that he will act inappropriately with a client, even if only in small ways (e.g., words or gestures) unless he suppresses sexual desires. Though a Kantian might insist that he is responsible only for his overt behavior, the therapist may have more success suppressing his desires than he would have trying to avoid wrongful action without altering his desires. He might, for example, redirect his thoughts to his concern for his client’s long-term good or for his own sense of professional integrity. Even David Cash might reasonably be blamed not only for flaws in his character and for his failure to act but also for his not choosing to generate concern for Sherrice Iverson, perhaps by forcing himself to imagine the pain and fear the girl was experiencing.

Another challenge to the claim that we may have a duty to be curious is that, unlike the above examples of desires relating to the welfare of others, the desire to know something often involves no person other than oneself. This challenge is easily answered within the framework of virtue ethics (or Kantian ethics). If we accept the ethical importance of self-perfection, a duty to be curious may also apply where the welfare of others is not at stake. I might be lucky enough to be in the presence of a
distinguished biographer or diplomat who is willing to discuss her historic experiences with me but who is available only this afternoon. Or, even further from the pursuit of wisdom, I might generally care about astronomy and have the chance to see an extremely unusual astronomical event. Even though I might not be “in the mood” at this moment, I might nonetheless be capable of taking the mental steps needed to become curious, and it is reasonable to think this is something I should do. Thus, a duty to generate curiosity may exist not only in connection with our concern for other people but also on those occasions in life when we are offered unusual and important opportunities to learn about the world.

IV

Curiosity is not always a virtue. It may be experienced at inappropriate times or in inappropriate ways. Perhaps an improper exercise of the desire to know is not truly curiosity but something else, such as meddlesomeness, just as (following Aristotle) excessive fearlessness is not courage but foolhardiness and excessive loyalty to one’s country is not patriotism but perhaps blind obedience or jingoism. The meaning of some character traits seems to include their wise exercise in this way, but other virtues retain their identity, at least in popular usage, even when improperly exercised. Even when one forgives another person unvirtuously—such as forgiving a person who is undeserving due to one’s own lack of self-respect—one is still displaying forgiveness. I think the concept of curiosity is best seen as not including its wise exercise. This allows us to give due attention to phenomena identified in familiar expressions such as “idle curiosity” and “morbid curiosity.”

If curiosity is not always a virtue, then just as I have argued that we may have a duty to be curious, there may also be occasions when we have a duty not to be curious. This is not merely to make the claim, more easily addressed by standard theories of moral obligation, that sometimes we should not act on our curiosity. Acting on curiosity may harm other people or violate their rights to privacy. But my claim is not about actions following from curiosity but about the experience of curiosity itself, over which, I have argued, we do have some control. There are occasions when a good person will not experience curiosity, will have trained herself not to experience it “too much,” or—since our control is neither absolute nor immediate—will choose to curb the experience whenever it emerges. For example, one might be curious about exactly what Bill Clinton and Monica Lewinsky did and how they felt when they engaged in “inappropriate intimate contact,” but it would not be a proper or virtuous exercise of curiosity to be intensely curious or to dwell for long periods of time on this matter. The same will be true for many items featured in the tabloids. The popular expressions, “idle curiosity” and “morbid curiosity,” reflect a reasonable judgment that curiosity can be a vice when it is exercised inappropriately.

Curiosity can be a vice when it has inappropriate objects, and there are at least two ways that an object can be inappropriate, which roughly correlate with the notions of
idle and morbid curiosity. An object might be unfit for curiosity because it is, in usual circumstances, trivial and uninteresting (e.g., the number of cement blocks on a sidewalk). Just as we regard some objects as more worthy of aesthetic appreciation than others, we reasonably consider some things more worthy of our interest and investigation than others. If our hypothetical American who was curious about the sky in the Southern Hemisphere and wanted to learn to recognize many of the new constellations also wished to learn the exact latitude of every single place he visits, many times each day, we might think his curiosity idle and misplaced, or obsessive. It is difficult to formulate exact criteria for our judgments about fit objects of curiosity, and less effort has been devoted to doing this than to formulating criteria for aesthetic appreciation. It is noteworthy that many things we do judge worthy of curiosity do not appear to be part of a quest for wisdom. Neither the desire to learn new constellations
nor the three examples of “appropriate objects of curiosity” in the previous section (e.g., desiring to know what the Grand Canyon looks like from the air) relate in any obvious way to seeking deep comprehension about “the meaning of it all” or to wisdom about how to live well.

“Morbid curiosity” suggests another kind of inappropriate object, part of a larger category I would call “debasing curiosity.” Just as it is difficult to say what makes some objects unfit because they are “uninteresting,” we have an even more difficult-to-formulate notion that curiosity about some things is not a virtue because it requires “debasing” oneself, and a classic example is the investigation of mangled cadavers after an accident. Preoccupation with the details of the Clinton-Lewinsky affair or curiosity about a colleague’s private life, while not morbid, could be considered curiosity that is debasing. Any form of meddlesome or voyeuristic curiosity, even apart from any harmful consequences that would come from acting on it, seems to debase those who experience it. Exactly what makes curiosity about particular objects debasing and why it is a vice to want to debase oneself in these ways are subjects worthy of study. Such inquiry should also shed light on the qualities of objects that are ennobling to contemplate and learn about.

To say that curiosity is a virtue is to claim, most importantly, that it helps one to live well. Debate exists about how to demonstrate the relationship between any proposed virtue and living well; for example, by showing that it gives people pleasure or satisfies their desires, by showing that it helps people attain some of the particular goods shared by anyone who lives well, or by demonstrating how it helps to avoid a vice, an obstacle to living well. I have touched on several features of curiosity that connect it with other goods generally thought to be components of a good life, such as autonomy, friendship, and intimate relationships. But beyond its connection to these other goods, curiosity helps one to live well because it addresses the most fundamental existential task that human beings face, the need to see their lives as meaningful. Looked at another
way, curiosity helps people avoid a crippling obstacle to living well, the tendency to see one’s life as meaningless.

Though there is no necessary connection between curiosity and the experience of meaning in life, the connection parallels one that Peter Singer argues for between a commitment to impartial morality and finding life meaningful. Singer claims that prudent egoists may find some meaning in their projects for a time, but they will not be able to find enduring meaning. “When everything in our interests has been achieved, do we just sit back and be happy? Could we be happy in this way?” The egoist either needs to decide that her goals have not been achieved or to discover some new self-interested need that must be satisfied before being able to sit back and enjoy life. But, Singer claims, a commitment to morality makes a difference:

Now we begin to see where ethics comes into the problem of living a meaningful life. If we are looking for a purpose broader than our own interests, something that will allow us to see our lives as possessing significance beyond the narrow confines of our own conscious states, one obvious solution is to take up the ethical point of view. For Singer caring about the needs of others has the advantage that “one cannot grow out of the ethical point of view until all ethical tasks have been accomplished,” something that is not a practical problem in the near future.

Curiosity, I would claim, offers many of the same advantages to the person looking for meaning in life. It makes possible an engagement with the world “beyond the narrow confines of our own conscious states.” It necessarily judges that there are things outside ourselves that have inherent interest and are worth exploring, things worthy of my time and my engagement. It successfully avoids boredom and indifference, which are surely obstacles to a well-lived life. And just as there is no practical problem that all ethical tasks (in Singer’s sense of “ethical”) will be accomplished, one need have no concern about exhausting the things in the world that are worthy of exploration.

Curiosity, one might argue, avoids boredom and indifference but fails to avoid the greatest obstacle to a meaningful life, which is despair. Put another way, it is true that curiosity allows one to see some value in particular experiences within one’s life and provides a kind of meaning that is denied to a classically depressed person who is withdrawn, disengaged, and indifferent. But, according to the objection, it does not respond to the larger existential concern that life as a whole have meaning. This distinction between meaning within a particular life and the meaning of “life as a whole” is of course a familiar one, and Singer himself draws on it and concedes that the moral point of view only addresses the concern for meaningful things within a life, not the demand that life as a whole have meaning. According to Singer, the claim that life as a whole has meaning rests (uncertainly) on belief in a god who has given human life on Earth some preordained meaning.
If we accept the parallel between curiosity and “the moral point of view” in helping people find meaning in their lives, we must recognize that curiosity is an especially important virtue for people who share a certain kind of modern secular outlook, one which denies the hope of finding an objective meaning for life as a whole and focuses instead on finding, or creating, meaning within each individual life. If existential despair is avoidable only by finding a meaning for life as a whole, then the objection that curiosity is useful for avoiding boredom but does nothing to overcome despair is a sound one. Curiosity helps people find or create meaning in their lives; it does not offer an answer to the meaning of life as a whole. (To do so, it would not only have to be part of a larger philosophical quest for wisdom but would have to lead to its attainment.)

The claim that curiosity is a distinctly secular or humanistic virtue receives further support from perhaps the only sustained treatment of curiosity in the recent virtue ethics literature, which treats it—from a religious perspective—as a vice. In his chapter, “It Killed the Cat: The Vice of Curiosity,” Gilbert Meilaender reviews, among others, Augustine’s concept of curiosity as “lust of the eyes” and Aquinas’s notion of unguided curiosity as the vice of curiositas. Meilaender’s discussion deserves attention because it helps us understand why the virtue of curiosity is especially important for those who do not accept a traditional religious framework.

In Meilaender’s account, curiosity is a vice when it is “only a greedy longing for a new kind of experience,” “enjoying the act of seeing itself,” or a “longing to possess the experience of knowing” rather than a “reverent desire to understand creation.” Not only is curiosity a vice rather than a virtue when the motive is not shaped by love of God, a Christian understanding of curiosity also suggests substantive limits on the appropriate objects of curiosity. Meilaender quotes Aquinas: “there can be a vice in knowing some truth inasmuch as the desire at work is not duly ordered to the knowledge of the supreme truth in which the highest felicity consists.” Just as one traditional religious conception of freedom is that its moral value consists not in (merely) choosing autonomously but in being compelled by the Good, one religious conception of curiosity is that it lacks value when it is merely the exercise of a distinctly human faculty or in an engagement with the world based on one’s autonomous judgment and choice. On this view curiosity is a virtue only when it leads to an “increased understanding of the creation given us, a creation we neither possess nor control.” For this purpose, virtues of attentiveness, openness, receptivity, and the capacity for reverence and awe may be more appropriate.

Many traditional believers, and Meilaender himself, can conceive of curiosity as a virtue, but only when it fortifies a particular kind of engagement with the world. And if there is indeed a supreme truth about the right ordering of ourselves to the world, then it is reasonable to infer that there is no intrinsic value in the process of “questioning the world” or in our autonomously shaping our form of engagement with it. Not only does questioning lack intrinsic value; it can be destructive because “a desire to know certain
things is incompatible with the receptive spirit which accepts the world from God and finds its limit in God.\textsuperscript{21}

This religious view shares with the secular one that I have outlined the idea that some expressions of curiosity are appropriate and others are inappropriate. But the religious approach imposes stronger limitations based on an understanding of the world as given to us, a world “we neither possess nor control.” I described curiosity as inappropriate when its objects lack interest or when the desire to learn about them is “debasing,” and I confessed to difficulty formulating an account of what makes the desire to know certain things debasing. Meilaender’s religious perspective may help to spell out a concept of debasing curiosity, that which is \textit{beneath} proper human inquiry. It also expands inappropriate curiosity to include a domain that is \textit{above and beyond} proper human concern, and it suggests the possibility that both share a common flaw, a controlling and possessive spirit of curiosity that knows no limits, in contrast to a spirit of receptivity and humility.

The theme of humans exceeding their proper role by searching for answers about things that should be left to God (or the gods) is a classic one, going back to \textit{Genesis}. It receives contemporary expression in debates about whether we should place limits on scientific research into areas such as human genetics. Human curiosity about our own genetic make-up and how it might be altered to our “advantage” is symbolic for many of human overreaching. Meilaender puts this form of curiosity together with voyeurism as a vice rather than a virtue:

Many possibilities may pique my curiosity—I may wonder how my neighbor’s wife performs in bed; how human beings respond to experiments harmful to their bodies, or even to suffering; how the development of a fertilized egg could be stimulated to produce a monster rather than a normal human being; how to preserve a human being alive forever. I may wonder, but it would be wrong to seek to know…because I cannot possess such knowledge while willing what is good…To love the good and to possess what we love are, in this life, not always compatible.\textsuperscript{22}

Meilaender would presumably claim that a good person, one who loves the good, would choose to suppress her curiosity about areas that are properly out of bounds.

The contrast between this religious perspective and modern secular views of curiosity is especially apparent in the debate about “tampering,” which is often evoked in such areas as genetics and human reproduction. It is also evident in recent controversies about studying the bones of Native American ancestors.\textsuperscript{23} Though Meilaender does not delineate precisely how curiosity should be limited, he suggests a framework for understanding the objection to human “tampering” that is not readily available from a secular perspective. Utilitarians can argue that we should not cultivate intense curiosity about certain areas because it is likely to lead to unwise action or to offending others’ feelings, but the religiously motivated “tampering” objection is not
contingent on our lack of success or on others being aware of our transgression. Without a religious framework, it is hard to see why we should suppress our curiosity about such matters as how our genetic makeup could be modified and improved or exactly how we were all created through natural human reproduction. These matters are clearly interesting, so curiosity about them is not idle, and from a secular perspective it is difficult to see why desiring to learn about them would be debasing, even though misuse of the knowledge gained might certainly lead to policies or practices that violate human dignity.

Can the secularist have any legitimate objection to curiosity because it leads to “tampering” or because the desire to learn is itself “degrading”? Beyond the consequences of improperly used knowledge, one might attempt to argue on utilitarian and psychological grounds that unrestrained curiosity about certain matters could make a person less sensitive or compassionate. But perhaps it is more than that, more than a calculation about future results. Unrestrained curiosity, even if not a vice itself, may conflict with the development of other worthy character traits. A secular exploration of other virtues—receptivity, acceptance, openness, attentiveness, and even reverence—may reveal other ways of engaging the world that are conducive to living well but difficult to reconcile, for one person in one life, with a spirit of boundless curiosity. The limit to curiosity would then be based on its inhibition of other virtues.

Without further study, both empirical and conceptual, it would be unreasonable to rule out this possibility. But it is by no means clear, within a secular framework, that virtues emphasizing acceptance, receptivity, and reverence are incompatible with even the boldest forms of curiosity. The richest human life may be one that embraces both kinds of virtues. It might be impossible to combine these different virtues in any single project, or we might find it difficult but nonetheless possible: the genetic scientist with an intense desire to unlock the secrets of the human genome or the archaeologist interested in ancient bones might be capable of inquiring with a spirit of “reverent curiosity.”

From certain religious standpoints, curiosity about details of our genetic endowment or the structure of ancient bones is by its nature a striving to possess and understand what we should instead approach with a more humble spirit that accepts the world as given to us. Secularists will respond that even if this striving is a “lust of the eyes” that we have no hope of fully satisfying, our engagement is worth while in itself. It is an exercise of a distinctly human faculty, and that exercise has a nobility of its own. But the secularist will have to concede this much to the religious challenger: curiosity, virtuous as it is in overcoming indifference and in giving meaning to people’s lives, cannot overcome the deepest kind of existential despair or alter the ultimately tragic nature of the human condition.
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